
Jane is onboarded, participates in Project Zero, 
joins a cohort, and is assigned to work on a  

real-world community project.

Design Thinking Module

Public Service Reimagined
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Jane participates in the daily Morning Meeting 

with her cohort. At the Morning Meeting she 
receives training through Modules to integrate 

knowledge and skill into her project work

Meetings 101 Module
Project Management Module
Multi-Tasking Module
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As Jane continues to work on the project she 
meets with stakeholders and conducts interviews. 

Investigative Interviewing Module
Note Taking Skills Module
Professional Writing Module

Jane works with mid and senior level domain 
leaders to gain insights. With her cohort, she 
prepares to share their work with the client. 

Visual Design Module
Building a Slide Deck Module
Presentation Skills Module 

Jane and her team present their work  
in progress to project stakeholders. 

Stakeholder Feedback 101 Module
Communication Module

Jane and her team use the feedback  
to continue to iterate on project .

Leadership Panel Module
Systems Thinking Module

While continuing to iterate on the project,  
Jane prepares to hand the work off to  

the next cohort of Associates. 
Organizational Behavior Module

Jane wraps up her work as an Active Associate, and 
becomes a C/Corps Reservist, ready to collectively 

respond to future high impact projects. 
Personal Branding Module
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REFLECTION

What makes you feel alive?

When was the last time you 
decided/was able to look at 
yourself and reflect?

When was the last time you 
felt inspired? What were 
the ingredients for this 
inspiration?

Draw a picture of a strategy 
you use to generate ideas.

How do you deal with 
uncertainty? Perhaps give one 
example.

Are you able to honestly and 
objectively evaluate your flaws 
and weaknesses?

If you could change one thing 
about the world, what would 
it be?

What would you incorporate 
from your experience at 
NN this summer into your 
immediate future in school or 
otherwise?

For more information, contact steve@normalnext.org


